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 Dissolving materiality: ruins and plant relicts in 
the landscape parks by Denis McClair in Volhynia

Petro Rychkov and Nataliya Lushnikova
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1. Introduction

During 20th century due to wars and to the indiffer-
ence of the authorities and society at large we have 
become witnesses to the gradual degradation of the 
many precious cultural landscapes of the past. Among 
them we have lost totally or partially a vast number of 
palace and garden ensembles located at the territory 
of Volhynia – the traditional border area between the 
Western and Eastern European Empires, and the stage 
of many political and social conflicts. 

Volhynia, (a transliteration of Ukrainian Volyn’ and 
Polish Wołyń) is a historic region, in Central and East-
ern Europe. Territories of historical Volhynia occupy the 
Volyn and Rivne regions (“oblasts”) and parts of Zhyto-
myr, Khmelnytskyi and Ternopil oblasts at present ter-
ritory of Ukraine and, as well as part of eastern part of 
Poland (Fig. 1).

The start of landscape gardens history on this terri-
tory is closely related with the work of Denis McClair (in 
Polish: Dionizy Mikler) who first introduced the authen-
tic landscape garden concept to this region.

It is a symbolic that the initially conceived value of 
the cultural landscapes is found in landscape painting 
as well from the history of English gardens inspired by 
them. The landscape park by itself is an example of the 
tight links between natural and artificial environments.

Therefore, we can consider garden-palace ensem-
bles as threefold complexes made up of built environ-
ments (architectural and environmental objects, purely 
anthropogenic in origin), human made natural land-
scape (“a landscape designed and created intentionally 
by man”) and the natural landscape itself (plants and 
relief, water basins and so on). 

At present, we can observe a gradual but unavoid-
able “dissolving” of the gardens’ material landscape 
into the environment. The problem of preservation is 
dramatic in light of the dissolving of the remains of such 
ensembles. Only a few relicts and ruins are “still visible 
in their material form”.

2. Denis McClair – the known  
and unknown landscape gardener  
of Volhynia and Podilia

The relevant information about Denis McClair (1762–
1853) is quite limited. Although he is well known for his 
activity at Volhynia and Podilia, still some details of his 
biography remain unknown. He spent most of his mature 
life at territory of present Ukraine, which was then part 
of Poland and Russia. At the same time, his Irish home-
land went through tragic events which must have con-
cerned his family and became an indirect reason of his 
emigration to the territory of Poland. The only reliable 
source about his biography are his memoirs recorded by 
Aleksander Przezdziecki when McClair was an old man.1 

Selected memoirs of his contemporaries and custom-
ers augmented by several modern studies of his work 
describe Denis McClair as the creator of many gardens at 
the territory of Volhynia and Podilia. Apart of Aleksander 
Przezdziecki2, Józef Dunin-Karwicki also mentioned and 
described some of Volhynian gardens.3 The owners of the 
estate often were involved in gardening and even wrote 
the manuals on it.4 In modern times, the most reputable 
research on the subject is Roman Aftanazy’s monumen-
tal work on Volhynian palace and garden ensembles.5 
Detailed research of several Volhynian gardens had also 
been done by Krystyna Żelechowska and Gerard Ciołek 
in the 1930s.6

At present the Denis McClair´s creative work attracts 
attention mainly from Ukrainian7 and Polish researchers8, 

1  Przezdziecki 1841: 126–141.
2  Przezdziecki 1841: 126–141.
3  Dunin-Karwicki 1893.
4  Czartoryska 1805.
5  Aftanazy 1988.
6  Żelechowska and Ciołek 1939.
7  Родічкін and Родічкіна 1992; Мельник 1993; Михайлишин 2000; 

Rychkov and Lushnikova 2014.
8  Kibort 2012; Brzezińska-Marjanowska 2014.
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Fig. 1. Map of Volhynia (source: http://www.
pysanky.info/Volyn/Maps_files/volyn.jpg)

but also Irish authors are occasionally inspired by the exo-
tic career of their countryman.9 

Figure 2 presents the key dates and periods of Denis 
McClair´s biography. Born in the heart of Emerald Isle, in 
Fairfield Westmeath County in 1762, McClair was curious 
about nature from an early age. His father, the farmer 
John McClair, was sentenced to death in England in 1777 
for his participation in Whiteboys’ Rebellion and escaped 
to continental Europe, to join the Prussian and later Po-
lish army. This was the decisive reason for his son’s deci-
sion to spend his life there. 

At the age of 16 Denis entered the University of Dub-
lin to study botany and natural history. Then he continu-
ed his education in London. For several years after his 
graduation he worked as a gardener in London. After 
sudden interruption of a trip to the East India due to dis-
ease he returned to Ireland and worked with the cele-
brated landscape gardener Thomas Legget, who was10 
active from 1770 to 1810s.11

In 1790 while staying in London, he had life chan-
ging meeting with Princess Elżbieta Izabela Lubomirska 
(born Czartoryska), who had come to London to find the 
gardener for landscape parks, initially for the estate of 
Prince Stanisław Poniatowski, a nephew of the last king 
of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth. Regardless of 
changes in the Prince’s plans and failure to be the match 
of his father this move became a start of McClair’s ca-
reer beyond England. One of his first famous projects in 
continental Europe was designing a garden for Joachim 
Chreptowicz which had been ordered by his son Adam in 
Warsaw – the first landscape garden in Poland.

In 1792 he was invited by Princess Michalina Lubomir-
ska to visit Dubno – the place to which he would con-
stantly return. On his first visit to Volhynia he designed 
his most famous garden “Palestina”. This successful pre-
mier in that territory made him famous among the local 
landowners. 

9  Bowe 2002; Nelson 2013.
10  Dutton 1824.
11  Dictionary of Irish Architects nd.

Regardless of the dramatic political changes and 
annexation of the Volhynia and Podilia by the Russian 
Empire, McClair stayed there and was invited by the 
landowners to lay out parks (Mizoch [Mizocz], Kryvyn 
[Krzewin], Tuchyn [Tuczyn], Staryi Poryck [Poryck], Sam-
czyki and others).

As a botanist, McClair investigated local flora and 
discovered the yellow azalea (Rhododendron luteum 
Sweet).12 In 1798 he returned to London with the sam-
ples of the plant, which was already known in England 
due to Anthony Hove. During his visit in London he met 
Matilda Milton and married her (Fig. 3). She was a dis-
tant relative of the famous English poet John Milton. In 
his well-known poem Paradise lost Milton had praised 
nature and traced the images of paradise gardens.13 

Upon returning to Volhynia he worked fruitfully over 
decades in estates of the local aristocracy and laid out 
dozens of gardens. Then he continued his work in Podilia 
and later returned to Volhynia where he ended his days 
in Dubno in 1853. The first and last stages of his gardener 
career were at Volhynia and after consulting to various 
sources we are informed about 36 gardens in the terri-
tory of historical Volhynia (Fig. 4), as well as more than 
fifty in total in the present territory of Ukraine. Unfortu-
nately, in most of them the cultural landscape has almost 
been totally destroyed. In five of them their cultural and 
natural environment are preserved and another, five 
have some ruins and plant relicts or just plants which 
help us to feel the original genius loci.

3. Gardens by Denis McClair  
within ensembles: past and present  
of human landscape

It is worth mentioning the similarity of the landscapes 
in Denis McClair’s homeland and Volhynia. Hilly plains 
dominated the centre of the Emerald Isle where he was 

12  Piórecki and Dubiel 2009.
13  Milton 1674.
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Fig. 2. Key dates in the biography of Denis McClair (designed by N. Lushnikova)

Fig. 3. McClair signature at his marriage to Ma-
tilda Milton. London, 1798 (source: “Irish garden”, 
August 2013)

Fig. 4. Map of the gardens by Denis McClair (designed N. Lushnikova). Preserved cultural landscape: 1 – Horodok (Gródek), 
2 – Kremenets’ (Krzemieniec), 3 – Samchyky (Samczyki), 4 – Shubkiv (Szubków), 5 – Vyshnivets’ (Wiśniowiec); partly lost cultural 
landscape: 6 – Humennyky (Humenniki), 7 – Mizoch (Mizocz), 8 – Mlyniv (Młynów), 9 – Shpaniv (Szpanów), 10 – Staryi Kryvyn 
(Krzewin); totally lost cultural landscape: 11 – Berestechko (Beresteczko), 12 – Boremel’ (Boremel), 13 – Chudnytsya (Czudnica), 
14 – Derazhne (Deraźne), 15 – Derman’ (Druha) (Dermań), 16 – Dubno, 17 – Ivanchytsi (Iwańczyki), 18 – Kholoniv (Choloniów), 
19 – Kolodne (Kołodno), 20 – Kurazh (Kurash) (Kurasz), 21 – Ladyhy (Ładychy), 22 – Lyubar (Lubar), 23 – Nevirkiv (Niewirków), 
24 – Novoselytsia (Nowosielica), 25 – Ozhenyn (Ożenin), 26 – Pidluzhne (Podłużne), 27 – Polonne (Połonne), 28 – Radukhivka (Ra-
dochówka), 29 – Rivne (Równe), 30 – Staryi Poryck (Poryck), 31– Steblivka (Stublo) (Steblówka), 32 – Tuchyn (Tuczyn), 33 – Verben 
(Werbeń), 34 – Verkhiv (Wierzchów), 35 – Voronchyn (Worończyn), 36 – Zaborol’ (Zaborol)
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Fig. 5. First landscape park by Denis Mc-
Clair in Volhynia, as order of Princess Lubomir-
ska. 19 cent. engraving (source: “Przyjaciel 
Ludu”, July 10, 1841)

Fig 6. Modern view of part of the former 
garden territory (photo by P. Rychkov)

Fig. 7. Remains of the “Palestina” garden in 
the modern cityscape of Dubno (Google Earth 
image)

born, are rich with rivers, lakes and peat bogs. We will 
try to describe the state of art of the most interesting 
ensembles.

Palestine was both a triumph of the English garden 
and Denis McClair in Volhynia. As some of researchers 
suppose it was probably the first English garden in the 
territory of Poland and definitely in present territory of 

Ukraine. McClair brilliantly solved the task of placing the 
garden on a rather steep bank of the river Ikva (Fig. 5). 
This was the only garden laid out far from the estate. The 
signs of the garden are hard-to see at present (Fig. 6), 
just the general relief and paths remained (Fig.7).

When considering the preserved environment we 
must obviously mention Horodok (Gródek) near Rivne 
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(Równe) with its unique island structure (Figs 8A and B). 
The Esterházy family’s palace and St. Nicholas Church 
were located on a large island formed by the arms of the 
river Ustia. The island is a plateau. The slopes on the east 
are rather steep, but to the west and south slopes gently 
go down to the water. The palace and the church were 
located at the eastern edge of the upland and were sur-
rounded by the garden designed by McClair before 1820 
(Fig. 9). The garden was fitted with paths, many beautiful 
old trees and wooden bridge on the piles that led to the 

palace. The principal front of the palace was connected 
with the pond and lawn, with a long flowerbed. Part of 
the coastline facing the town was decorated with trellis 
trees (in the south-east of the island), which gradually 
turned into separate groups and single poplar trees on 
the southern coastline. The same trellises were planted 
on the opposite bank of river. In front of the portico of 
the palace a flowerbed was placed, in the lower part of 
which a line of trees was located, to create shade for 
pedestrian paths. In places where views towards the dis-

Fig. 8. Horodok (Gródek) near Rivne (Równe). Spatial localisation of the palace-garden ensemble in the 1930s and at the 
beginning of 21 cent. A – garden plan in 1938 by K. Żelechowska and G. Ciołek, redrawn by P. Rychkov; B – current state of the 
former palace and garden location (at present Female Orthodox Monastery of St. Nicholas) (Google Earth image)

Fig. 9. Horodok (Gródek). Count Esterházy 
palace and garden at the middle of 19 cent. 
Lithograph by Henryk Peyer
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Fig. 10. Territory of palace and garden 
ensemble in Horodok (Gródek). Present state 
(photo by P. Rychkov, 2012)

tant water were open to the south and east, the mass of 
chestnuts, arrow shaped poplars and groups of spruces 
clearly accentuated the forefront. The west bank of the 
island was planted with poplars that covered the oppo-
site banks of the village side.

At present, the garden is partly lost. The palace and 
the church survived and are part of the St. Nicholas 
Horodok Monastery (Fig. 10). The communications with 
the opposite bank remained unchanged. The garden is 
however overgrown.

The herbal Garden of Jesuit school in Kremenets’ 
(Krzemieniec) became Denis McClair´s largest-scale pro-
ject. The botanical garden had a rather vast territory 
which was enlarged from its initial foundation by the 
gymnasium and later lyceum in 1805. McClair founded 
the garden and developed its main structure, imple-
menting his skills as a botanist and gardener. Regardless 
the fact that the garden has been separated from the 
former Jesuit´s school building for many years, it is pre-
served and has retained its initial function as the oldest 
botanical garden at the territory of Ukraine (Figs 11–13). 
McClair was one of the first individuals to start floristic 
research at territory of Ukraine, gathering collections of 
local and European samples.14 In the course of his work 
in the herbal garden in 1806–1811 he gathered 1661 ex-
otic and 612 local sorts of plant.15

There is information that McClair visited the Mniszech 
family residence in Vyshnevets (Wiśniowiec), not far from 
Kremenets’ (Krzemieniec), which was rebuilt in the end 
of 18 cent. (Figs 14 a and b). At that time McClair created 
and completed the landscape design of the residence´s 
adjacent territory. Some new structures like a pavilion 
were also built (Figs 15–16). The preservation of the resi-
dence, its recognition as monument of architectural art 
since 1963, and its inclusion into the registry of National 

14  Мельник 1993.
15  Черняк et al. 2016: 78.

Sanctuary of Ternopil’ (Tarnopol) Castle (2005) allowed 
for the preservation of the cultural environment. After 
the completion of the 2005–2011 program of restora-
tion, the residence is now used as a museum (Fig. 17). 
At present its garden has a territory of about 9 hectares 
with plant relicts of 17 types dominated by lime trees, 
pines, common spruces, and oaks. 

Another sample of the preservation of a palace´s gar-
den is Samchyky (Samczyki) (Fig. 18), where McClair in-
cluded a natural forest stand, changed the paths and lanes 
of the existing garden (1801) and created an artificial relief 
with a ditch and pavilion (Fig. 19). Happily, the citizens of 
the village preserved it even after the revolution and wars. 
At present, it is a monument of landscape art.

The palace and garden ensemble was located in the 
western part of Mizoch (Mizocz) and was built in the 
1790’s. There were a dozen hectares of landscape gar-
den around the palace, which are typical for those laid 
out by McClair (Figs 20 a and b). The garden covered 
mainly the south-western part of the residence in front 
of the principal facade of the neoclassical palace. It de-
scended down to an artificial pond created by McClair on 
the overflow of the river Stubla. In the garden, terraces 
were placed fitted out with balustrades, an orangery, 
swimming pools, and a large number of old trees. Mc-
Clair rearranged existing coniferous and deciduous trees, 
visually connecting them with balustrades, terraces, tow-
ers as well as with the orangery. Trees on the edge of the 
terrace were mainly planted in groups. It is interesting to 
note the fact that the principal front of the palace was 
not oriented towards the water but towards the park: 
main axis of the building was parallel to the line of the 
terrace. However, because the main façade of the large 
palace which was planned to be oriented towards the 
lake, was never built, the composition remained incom-
plete. The opposite bank of the river, where menagerie 
was located, was connected to palace and garden en-
semble with a dam. 
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Fig. 11. Kremenets’ (Krzemieniec). Lito-
graph by Alphonse Bichebois, middle of 19th 
century. At the right side – part of the Jesuit 
garden, reorganised by Denis McClair (1806–
1809)

Fig. 12. Kremenets’ (Krzemieniec). Mod-
ern localisation of botanical garden in the 
historical environment of the city (photo by 
P. Rychkov, 2016), the garden’s colour is en-
hanced

Fig. 13. Kremenets’ (Krzemieniec). Frag-
ment of the former western fence of the bo-
tanical garden (photo by P. Rychkov, 2016)

Now the garden looks like overgrown forest (Fig. 21) 
with ruins of a single building – the greenhouse over-
looking the steep edge of the pond (Fig. 22). The original 
dam is flooded due to a raise of the water level by about 
3 m after the construction of a new dam.

The residence of family of the Count Chodkiewicz in 
Mlyniv (Młynów) was located on the rather high left bank 
of the Ikva River. The ensemble of 15 hectares was di-
vided into two parts: the first – southern one – directly 
connected with the palace and other buildings, and the 
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Fig. 14. Vyshnivets’ (Wiśniowiec) – Mniszech family residence. A – Plan of the residence by Jan Griesmeyer, 1816. Muzeum 
Narodowe w Warszawie; B – Palace and garden plan in 1938 by K. Żelechowska and G. Ciołek, redrawn by P. Rychkov

a b

Fig. 15. Vyshnivets’ (Wiśniowiec) garden. 
Remains of the pavilion basement (photo  
by N. Lushnikova, 2016)

Fig. 16. Vyshnivets’ (Wiśniowiec) garden. 
Paths in the park at the site with old plant 
relicts (photo by N. Lushnikova, 2016)
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Fig. 17. The Vyshnivets’ (Wiśniowiec) palace nowadays (photo by N. Lushnikova, 2016)

Fig. 18. Samchyky (Samczyki). Estate of 
the Chojecki, Lubomirski and Czeczel families. 
General view of the palace from the pond 
(photo by P. Rychkov)

Fig. 19. Samchyky (Samczyki). Current 
landscape spatial organisation of the palace 
and garden ensemble (Google Earth image)

second one – located on both sides of the river´s chan-
nels, on rather steep slopes that create autonomous 
romantic composition closely related to the manor ter-
ritory (Figs 23 a and b). The axis of the wide entrance in 
the form of a lawn was narrowed by a frame of trees and 
continued on the opposite side of the palace opening 

a view on the town and Ikva. Picturesque groups of trees 
and bushes were planted on both sides of the river chan-
nel, forming variety of water reflections. In fact, the river 
bed had been transformed into a cascade of three ponds 
that had been due to the construction of dams. Water 
facilities and garden are preserved up to this day as well 
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Fig. 20. Mizoch (Mizocz). Palace and garden ensemble of the Dunin-Karwicki family. a – Garden plan in 1938 by 
K. Żelechowska and G. Ciołek; redrawn by P. Rychkov; b – Current state of former palace and garden site (Google Earth image)

a b

Fig. 21. Mizoch (Mizocz). View of the garden 
territory from the south (photo by P. Rychkov, 
2012)

Fig. 22. Mizoch (Mizocz). Ruins of the 
garden´s greenhouse (photo by P. Rychkov, 
2012)
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Fig. 24. Mlyniv (Młynów). Ruin of the bath-
house at the bank of the pond (photo  
by P. Rychkov, 1987) 

Fig. 25. Mlyniv (Młynów). Outhouse (at pre-
sent museum of regional studies) (source: htt-
ps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Флігель 
садиби Ходкевичів смт.Млинів Рівненської 
обл. 03.jpg CC BY-SA 4.0)

Fig. 23. Mlyniv (Młynów). Palace and garden ensemble of the Chodkiewicz family. a – Garden plan in 1938 by K. Żelechowska 
and G. Ciołek, redrawn by P. Rychkov; b – Current state of former palace and garden site (Google Earth image)

a b

as the bathhouse (philosophic house) (Fig. 24) and out-
house (Fig. 25). The main building was dismantled after 
the war and a college was built in its place.

In Shpaniv (Szpanów), the garden was initiated by Mc-
Clair, but perhaps redesigned with the participation of 
Aleksandra Radziwiłł. Its area was about 20 hectares. It 
mainly occupied the high eastern bank of a lake, crossed 
with many paths. The garden was laid out on a narrow 

strip on its eastern bank (Figs 26 a and b). The northern 
bank of the lake was formed by a plateau, crossed by 
a canal from the east. A stone bridge spanned, over the 
canal as part of entry drive. From the south, a view of the 
garden and pond opened among the groups of spruces 
and larches. Paths were laid out around the lake. A wall 
of trees and bushes on the eastern bank was clipped 
down to open views of both the palace and lake.
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Fig. 26. Shpaniv (Szpanów). Тhe palace and garden ensemble of House of the Radziwiłł Family. a – Garden plan  
by K. Żelechowska and G. Ciołek in 1938, redrawn by P. Rychkov; b – Current state of former palace and garden site (Google 
Earth image)

a b

Fig. 27. Shpaniv (Szpanów). General view of 
the palace and garden. 19 cent. lithograph  
by Henryk Peyer

It should be noted how greatly the Radziwiłł family 
was impressed by the natural beauty of the garden, with 
its combination of lowlands, washed by streams, wilder-
ness and fields. Princess Helena Radziwiłł summarised 
that „art could never be compared with nature” after 
one of her visits to Shpaniv (Szpanów) (Fig. 27). Only 
one of outhouses remains and serves as a dwelling (Fig. 

28). Water elements have seriously degraded and turned 
into meadows and marshes (Fig. 29). Today, only a few 
elderly limes and ash trees remain from 200 years of the 
garden´s history (Fig. 30).

At the end of the 18th century Humennyky (Humien-
niki) was owned by the Nowowiejski family. The palace 
had been built without a forerunner and was demolished 
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Fig. 28. Shpaniv (Szpanów). View of the 
entrance to the old outhouse that served as 
the summer residence after fire destroyed the 
main building in 1870 (photo by P. Rychkov, 
2012)

Fig. 29. Shpaniv (Szpanów). Modern state 
of the garden and the remains of the former 
pond (photo by P. Rychkov, 2012)

Fig. 30. Shpaniv (Szpanów). Fragment of 
relicts’ garden. A solitary maple – a contempo-
rary  of the original ensemble (photo  
by P. Rychkov, 2012)
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Fig. 31. Нumennyky (Humienniki). Chinese 
pavilion in the garden (source: Aftanazy 1988)

Fig. 32. Palace in Нumennyky (Humienniki) 
in 1850s. Lithograph by H. Peyer

Fig. 33. Humennyky (Humienniki). Ruined 
fragment of the side outhouse  
(photo by P. Rychkov, 2012)

in 1913. According to Aftanazy, it was once one of the 
most interesting palaces at central Volhynia and richly 
decorated (Figs 31–32). The garden is 8–10 hectares 
large with two ponds, old lakes and lime trees, larches 
and oaks. At present, there are ruins of a side outhouse 
(Fig. 33) and possibly the palace (Fig. 34).

The palace in Tuchyn (Tuczyn) (Fig. 35) burned 
down in the middle of 19th century and was not re-

built. Instead a school was built on its foundations. 
There are traces of the garden which was designed by 
Denis McClair on the steep banks of the river (Fig. 36). 
The location of the park on the high right bank of the 
winding Goryn River allowed him to create a range of 
perspectives that reveal distant views of the opposite 
bank. 
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Fig. 34. Humennyky (Humienniki). Ruined 
fragment of the palace building (?) (photo  
by P. Rychkov, 2012)

Fig. 35. Tuchyn (Tuczyn). Ruins of palace at the territory of the Walewski family estate burned in 1806. Lithograph by Henryk 
Peyer from the middle of 19 cent.

Fig. 36. Tuchyn (Tuczyn). Modern localisa-
tion of the school on the site of former palace-
garden ensemble
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Fig. 37. Proceedings of international confer-
ence devoted to 250th birth anniversary of 
Denis McClair. Vyshnivets’ 2012

4. Memorialisation and revitalisation in 
the places of Denis McClair activity

The name of Denis McClair is well known among Vol-
hynian art and architecture researchers. Regular confer-
ences are held on the occasions of the anniversaries of 
his birth by the Krzemenets’ (Krzemieniec) herbal garden 
foundation (Fig. 37). There is memorial stone in Kremen-
ets’ (Krzemieniec) botanic garden with the Azalea carved 
on it (Fig. 38). A memorial stone was mounted on the the 
supposed site of Denis McClair grave in Dubno (Fig. 39). 
Finally, a street in Rivne (Równe) was named after him.

Vital problems are posed preservation and revitalisa-
tion cultural landscape in the places of former palace-
garden ensembles. The project of revitalising the over-
grown garden in Stary Kryvyn (Krzewin) was conducted 
as master degree thesis. The garden in Kryvyn (Krzewin) 
is a unique place with a preserved natural environment 
(Fig. 40).

Much indicates that the development of a new resi-
dence was begun by Duke Antoni Barnaba Jabłonowski, 
who died in 1799, using the surviving fragment of a small 

castle of his ancestor Hetman and ditches that surround-
ed it.16 The first park is obviously related to this struc-
ture. It was planned by McClair who later constantly im-
proved garden of Kryvyn (Krzewin) with Princess Dorota 
Jabłonowska, arriving there almost every year (Fig. 41). 
Under adverse agricultural conditions, the soil was al-
most completely made up of sand, he selected appro-
priate trees, shrubs and flowers scattered on lawns, and 
created a garden which was considered one of the most 
beautiful in Volhynia. McClair himself settled there in old 
age, and created a prosperous estate.

Now it has lost its architectural features but the natu-
ral landscape has been preserved. Therefore, there is 
a possibility to revitalisation of this green area and pre-
serving this genius loci by design recreation and cultural 
centres (Fig. 42). The tables with information about the 
Jabłonowski family and Denis McClair are supposed to be 
located on the crossroads of the paths. The educational 
centre with a museum devoted to the activity of Denis 
McClair and to Jabłonowski is planned to be located at 
the supposed place of the palace’s location (Fig. 43).

16  Betlej 2010: 137–141.
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Fig. 38. Memorial stone for Dionizy Mikler 
(Denis McClair), at the territory of Kremenets’ 
botanic garden built in 2007 with a carving of 
Yellow Azalea (Rhododendron luteum Sweet) 
which was discovered by D. McClair in Volhynia 
(photo by N. Lushnikova, 2016)

Fig. 39. Memorial stone for Dionizy Mikler 
(Denis McClair), at the site of the old Polish 
ceme tery, where he was buried  
(photo by P. Rychkov, 2015)
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Fig. 40. Territory of former palace-garden 
ensemble in Stary Kryvyn (Krzewin) – the 
estate of House of Jabłonowski with supposed 
site of the palace (in red) (Google Earth image)

Fig. 41. Estate in Old Kryvyn (Krzewin). 
Copper-plate engraving after a drawing by 
Fuhrmann, 1815

Conclusions

The problem of the preservation of cultural landscape is 
vital for Ukraine in general and for Volhynia in particular. 
There were once numerous palace and garden ensem-
bles of 18–19 cents. but at most of these sites no evi-
dence of the gardens remains. In a few cases, however, 
some ruins of architectural objects and plant relicts have 
been preserved.

Denis McClair was one of the most famous and pro-
ductive gardeners in the region and was involved in de-
signing many of the gardens in this territory. Unfortu-

nately, just a few of them are preserved. The main event 
that initiates the disappearance and physical destruction 
of these cultural landscapes is the destruction or aban-
donment of their architectural features, i.e., palaces and 
their outbuildings. 

The preservation of these landscapes can be ob-
served in few places mostly were the buildings still are 
preserved and function (like Vyshnievets’ [Wiśniowiec]). 
In rural environments, far from cities the processes of 
destruction are ongoing. At the same time, some rare 
cases of preservation natural cultural environment such 
as in Kryvyn (Krzewin) can be observed.
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Fig. 42. Zoning of the garden territory. Master level project by Nataliia Ryzhuk, academic year 2016/2017. Department of 
Architecture and Environmental Design, NUWEE, Rivne, Ukraine. Supervisor – Assoc. Prof. Nataliya Lushnikova, consultant –  
Prof. Petro Rychkov

Fig. 43. Project of cultural and educational 
center on the site of the former palace. Frag-
ment of master level project by Nataliia Ry-
zhuk

Unfortunately, deprivation of most of garden-com-
positions and limited information about the conditions 
and circumstances of their creation do not allow us 
to be confident in authenticity of gardens, peculiari-
ties their original structure and the role of water ele-
ments in most of them. However, it is still possible to 
outline the characteristic features of Denis McClair´s 
individual style. Despite significant differences between 
the garden compositions considered in this paper, they 
had inherent and common features, including artifi-
cial ponds, integration of planted artificial islands with 
into the composition, the orientation of the principal 

facades of the main buildings to the water, the disclo-
sure of specific perspectives on water landscape ele-
ments from the bridges, and the use of the high banks 
in “windows” among groups of trees from the paths 
leading to them. 

We cannot discuss a complete reconstruction of archi-
tectural objects in most of these cases but can consider 
the prevention of further dissolutions of these key ele-
ments of the cultural landscape in the environment. All 
possible structural measures should be taken to prevent 
the further deterioration of the ruins and preserving the 
remaining plant relicts.
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